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0. Introduction 
In 1983, Griffiths [20] proposed a new approach to variational problems based on 
techniques from the theory of exterior differential systems. His work dealt with the 
problem of finding extremes for the functional 4 defined in the set of one-dimensional 
integral manifolds of a differential system (I*, L*). 
This present paper focuses on the functional 4 defined in the set of integral manifolds 
N of higher dimension. 
The study of Calculus of Variations for multiple integrals was first successively de- 
veloped by Caratheodory [2] while Weil-De Donder [38,8] advanced a different theory 
later. The two approaches were unified by Lepage [29,30,31], Dedecker [5,6,7] and 
Liesen [32] in a framework using the n-Grassmannian manifold of a C” manifold. Im- 
portant contributions in the Calculus of Variations on smooth manifolds were made by 
R. Hermann [24], by H. Goldschmidt and S. Sternberg [20] with their Hamilton-Cartan 
formalism as well as Ouzilou [33], by D. Krupka [26,27] and [28] and by I.M. Anderson 
[l]. The sympletic approach of P. L. Garcia and A. Perez-Rend&r [12,13,14,15,16,17] 
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and [18], the multisymplectic version of Kijowski and Tulczyjew [25] based on the the- 
ory of Dedecker, the polysymplectic approach of C. Gunther [22], Edelen [8] and Rund 
[34] are also important references in this field. Here we deal with the broader problem of 
finding extremes of a functional on a set of n-dimensional integral manifolds of a Pfaf- 
fian differential system. Many of these problems can be locally formulated as canonical 
systems with constraints using the fact that T*N @ I*l c T*N 8 T*X Z Jl(N,X). 
Thus, locally embeddable systems are relevant cases which we will a.nalyze here. 
We discuss different kinds of boundary conditions to formulate a well-posed varia- 
tional problem, generalizing the concept of a well-posed variational problem with mixed 
endpoint conditions [al]. With N = 1, x .. 
R is a closed 
interval [a;, b;]. We also establish sufficient conditions for a local extremum in case of a 
well-posed variational problem with fixed boundary conditions using a notion of field. 
For both of these results we assume that a certain quadratic form A is definite (positive 
or negative). 
In Section I notions of differential systems in good form, local embeddability and 
well-posed valued differential systems are introduced. A Pfaffian differential system 
(I*,L*) is defined in a C” manifold X. The source manifold N is assumed to be a 
compact, connected, oriented, n-dimensional manifold with piecewise smooth bound- 
ary. The Cartan system (C(q),n*w) on 2 = (I*), ]axn is then introduced. 
On the assumption that the integrand form v is given by p = &, (where w is a 
decomposable n-form and C is a smooth function defined in X), the quadratic form 
associated with P$A is assumed to be definite. Thus, by choosing a suitable local 
coframe, CF = {?rv’yB”,x*wj,d$ ( 1 < i < s, 1 < j < n, span{@ 1 1 < i 6 s} = I*, 
w = w1 A.. . A wn}, the Ai will be considered generalizednmomentum coordinates. Note 
tha; the choice of 2 = (I*)” lax n rather than 2 = I* (where 1” is the subbundle 
of hT*X, spanned by the n-forms of the ideal generated by I = C”“(X,I*) (where 
C”“(X,I*) is the set of C” functions of X into I*), greatly simplifies the treatment 
of the problem (we should keep in mind, though, that in some cases one can get 
“regularity conditions” in 1” as discussed by Dedecker in [7]). In this way the study of 
the variational problem is transferred to Y, the momentum space (which is a subbundle 
of (I*)n iAX’+ 
In Section II the solutions to the Euler-Lagrange differential system are defined for 
different boundary conditions which were previously defined in order to cover various 
types of problems. The projections in X of these integral manifolds of (C(\li),r*o) 
are critical integral manifolds of (I*, L*) for the functional d (+[f] = J f*v for f E 
V(l*, L*)). 
Sufficient conditions for an integral manifold to be a local extremum are established 
(Theorem III.1 and 111.2) in Section III. 
One of the strongest motivations for the study of variational problems is provided by 
physics: extremization problems naturally arise not only in classical mechanics, field 
theory, but also, for example, in string theory. The theory developed here is easily 
applicable to many instances. To illustrate the different steps of this study, the article 
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discusses applications to the study of string theory as well as some other examples. 
This paper is a part of a thesis submitted for a PhD in Madison Wisconsin in 1987. 
I. Well-posed variational problems 
I.l. Integral manifolds of a diflerential system and valued diflerential systems 
We assume that a Pfaffian differential system (I*, L*) is given on a real C” manifold 
X by: 
i) a subbundle I* c T*X, 
ii) another subbundle L* c T*X with I* c L* c T*X, 
such that the rank (L*/I*) = n (with n being a natural number). 
Remark 1. Locally, we have a coframe O1,. . . , 0” for I*, where Bi are l-forms on X, 
with locally given n-forms w on X which induce a nonzero section of An(L*/I*). 
Definition 1.1.1. An integral manifold of (I’, L*) ’ g 1s iven by an oriented connected 
compact n-dimensional smooth manifold N (possibly with a piecewise smooth bound- 
ary 8N) together with a smooth mapping 
f:N-X 
satisfying: 
‘f*(x) 
J_ = L* j($ + f*(TN) (I.l.1) 
for all 2 E N where f* : T,N --+ Tftz~X is the differential of f at 2, I;(z)’ is the 
subspace of TX of vectors which are orthogonal to lTtz, and the signal + is the sum 
of vector spaces. 
We denote by V(I*, L*) the collection of integral manifolds f of (I*, L’). 
Definition 1.1.2. A valued differential system is a triple (I*, L*,v), where (I*, L”) is 
a Pfaffian differential system and v is an n-form on X. 
We define the functional 4 associated with (I*, L*, 9) in V(1*, L*) by: 
$4 : v(1*, L*) -+ R, 
1.2. Local embeddability 
(1.1.2) 
We now define a large class of differential systems, (which is the scope of our study). 
Let us assume that d(C”(X,L*)) c C”(X, L* A T*X) and let d = DimX, 
s = rank I*(C”(X, L* A T’X) is the set of C” 2-forms which map X into L* A T*X. 
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By the Frobenius theorem, for every p E X we have a chart coordinate system 
{ur,. . . ,u~+~, WI,. . . , w~-~-~} so that: 
i) L& = span{du” 1 1 < o < s + n}, 
ii) Lb’ = span{d/dvi 1 1 < i < d - s - n}, 
for an open subset U of X with p E U. 
(1.2.1) 
(1.2.2) 
Remark 2. Throughout the analysis we will use the following convention: L& = 
span{dua 1 1 < (Y < s + n} has the ring structure of the set C” functions of U 
into IR with usual sum and product operations. 
Let CF = {O* , . . . , P’} be a coframe for I$,, where U’ is an open subset of U with 
p E U’. With the 0’s and some du’s one can form a coframe for L&,, where U” is an 
open subset of U’, with p E U”. Hence, there exists a nonsingular matrix A(z) for all 
x E U” such that 
(1.2.3) 
The coordinates ~‘i belong to {u*, . . . , u~+~} for all 1 < i < 72. 
Using Gaussian operations in the first s rows of A(z), changing columns if needed 
and rearranging the bottom rows of A(z), one can get the following relation: 
(9’1 - 
. . . 
0 IS 
dulls+1 = 
. . 
.du lls+n 
- du”l - 
I A’(z) 
sxs sxn 
0 I . . 
nxs ?lX7l du llS+?l 
(1.2.4) 
for all x E U”‘, where U”’ is a subset of U” with p E U”’ the coordinates u’li belong to 
{u’,...,uS+“}foralll<i~s+n. 
Definition 1.2.1. Let (I*,L*) b e a Pjufian difjeerential system with d(C”(X, L)) c 
C”(X, L’ A T*X). We say that (I*, L*) is locally embeddable if for every p E X there 
exists an open neighborhood U of p and local coframes 
CF= {Or,... ,P} for 16 and 
CP = (0’). . . ,I?, du”S+l, du”s+n} for L& 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) 6(1; A 0) c T*U A (A”(L;)/T*U A I;; A (A”-‘(Lb)), (1.2.5) 
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(ii) Ker S is a constant rank subbundle of 1; A 02, 
where R = span{du”s+l A.. . A ds@ A.. . A du”s+n}, dZfl means deletion of s + ,/3 
factor (for n = 1, dF ‘lS+l = 1 and S : I: A R -+ A”+‘(T*U)/Ic A (An(T*U)) is the map 
induced by 
s : cyu,I; A R) + C”(U,A”+‘(T*U)) 
in 1,$r\fi, where C~(U,I$r\R) denotes the set of C” n-forms which map U into IcAn. 
This definition means that if 1* has no Cauchy characteristics, locally the structure 
equations are: 
dei E -+ A dUtfs+j + AijLr$ A 8” + B$P A duLLItStP mod I A I, 
(1.2.6) 
1 < i, i’, (Y < s, 1 < j,j’,P < 72, I = CW(X,I”). 
Restating the definition of Cauchy characteristic system a.ssociated with I* we have: 
Definition 1.2.2. Let I* be a subbundle I’ c T*X and I = C”(X,I*). Let Z be 
the differential ideal generated by I. We define the associated system with I*, d(I*) c 
C”(X,TX), to be the set of vector fields v satisfying: 
(V _I 1) c 2. (1.2.7) 
Let us assume that the values V(Z) E T,X span a subbundle, which we denote 
A(B*) c TX. 
Definition 1.2.3. A(I*)l c T*X is the Cauchy system associated with I*. 
1.3. Locally defined mappings f that induce (I*, L*) from the canonical system 
Definition 1.3.1. Let J1(IWn,~S) denote the first-jet manifold of functions defined 
on IWn with values in Iw”. Let us assume {xl,. . . , z”} and {y*, 1. ~, ys} as coordinate 
systems for IWn and Iws respectively, ?* = span{dyi - yidxk 1 1 < i < s, I < k < n} and 
,?* = span(l*, dzl, . . . , dz”}. We call (I*, L*) the canonical system of P(IR’“, RS). 
Definition 1.3.2. Let (I”, L’) b e a Pfaffian differential system on a C” manifold X 
with rank(l*/l*) = n and no Cauchy characteristics. If there exists for every p E X a 
neighborhood U, on which a function may be defined 
X 
U 
u f P(R”, W) 
so that 
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(i) the differential of f, f* has maximal rank, 
(ii) f*V;p,l = 4% (1.3.1) 
(iii) f*[Q)l = 4, (1.3.2) 
then we say that there exist locally defined mappings f that induce (I*, L*) from the 
canonical system (f*[jj(,,] d enotes the span of the set of l-forms which are pulled-back 
from Cm(f(U),$(,,) to C”(U,I;) through f). 
Proposition 1.3.1. If(l*, L*) . as a locally embeddable Pfafian diflerential system with 
no Cauchy characteristics for I*, then there exist locally defined mappings that induce 
(I*, L*) from the canonical system. 
Proof. We have already shown that for every p E X there exist an open neighborhood 
U of p, coframes CF = {Or,. . . , es} and CF’ = {@, . . . , OS, d&l ,. . . , dus+n}, for 1; 
and L; respectively, with {ur, . . . , hn, d, . . . , d-s-n) being a coordinate system of 
7J and CF’ c span{dur, . . . , dusin}. We define f to be 
U f Jl(R”, RS), 
where 
f(u’,..., ?P+n,zlr )...) &-s--n)= (Xl )...) zn,yr )..., ys,y; )...) y;) (1.3.3) 
with 
.j = ,s+i > l<j<n, (1.3.4) 
yi = ui, l<i<s, 
yj = Aij (A’(x) is the matrix found in 1.2 ), (1.3.5) 
dxi 
F = 6: 
dUS+J 
(Kronecker symbol), 
d$ 
.I 
dU’ 
=di: l<i’,j’fs, (1.3.6) 
dXi dyi’ o 
-=O and -=. 
dU’ dUSfJ 
dA;’ 
dV’ 
. . 
dA’,l 8Ah” 
&d-s-n &d--S-n 
8Ai” 
&I 
(1.3.7) 
(1.3.8) 
we have that the rank of I; AR/ ker 6, si, is equal to d-s-n since there are no Cauchy 
characteristics of I* in X. Then rank(A”) = si and therefore, f* has maximal rank. 0 
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1.4. The canonical system with constraints is locally embeddable 
Let (I*,L*,v) b e a valued differential system on X in the following. The study 
of extrema integral manifolds for the functional d[f = J f*cp can be carried out in 
T*N @ I”1 c T*N @ TX E P(N,X) (T*N @ I*l denotes the disjoint union of the 
tensor product of T*Nt@I*k for all t E N and 2 E X and J’(N,X) denotes the first-jet 
of functions of N into X). 
We will now describe differential systems which will play an important role in the 
following. Not only can these differential systems describe a large group of variational 
problems arising from applications, but they also can be applied to any local study of 
extrema integral manifolds of (I’, L*, 9) for the functional 4. 
Let Xu = J’(R”, R”) and {x1,. . . ,xn}, {y’, . . . ,ys } be coordinate systems for R” and 
R” respectively. Furthermore, let 
I,” = span{dyi - yjdxj 1 1 < j < n, 1 6 i < s}, (1.4.1) 
L$ = span{l*,dzj ] 1 < j < n} (1.4.2) 
and assume that we have a set of constraints gP(z, y, y:, . . . , ~7,. . . , yg) where gP are 
smooth functions with 1 < p < sn - e (a > 0) and 
w - . . . g 
aY: dYfL 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~ 
sTL-e 
. . %s.n-e 8s 
aY: aY; 
(1.4.3) 
being a matrix of maximal rank. 
Let also X = X0 IgP=u and let R = span{dzl A . . . A &? A . . . A dxn 1 1 < ,B < n}, 
where the ring structure is C”“(X), 
wj=(-l)j-ldx’A...AsA... A dxn and 19~ = dyi - yjdxj. (1.4.4) 
We define 0; = 8” A wj and VP = g&P, + giL8F where we order the t$, so that rank 
[ag”/ay’$] = sn -e. Here the pairs ((~,a’) form a subset S of T = {(i,j) ) 1 < i < s, 
1 < j < n}, so that the cardinality of S is s n-f!, (p, V) E T\S and det[ag”/ayi,] # 0. 
Differentiating, we obtain: 
where 
de/p = dg;;, A e:, + “g;; A 0: + g$,[-dy,b, A w] + g;;[-dyv” A w], (1.4.5) 
w = dx’ A.. . A dxn (1.4.6) 
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and 
d9P = s,p~,d!& + g;;(-lyv” + g;,dyi + gz,dxj = 0, (1.4.7) 
on X, for 1 < i < S, 1 < j < 72, all (0~0’) E S and (P,v) E T\S. Hence 
de”’ E gypZ [dyi A w] + g”, [dxj A w] mod 1, (1.4.8) 
dx’ A w = 0, since w = dx’ A . . . A dxng (1.4.9) 
dyZAw=9’Aw. (1.4.10) 
Therefore, d6’P.. .O mod Z, where Z is the ideal generated by (0’ 1 1 < i < s}. If we 
denote by I* = I; Ir and L* = LT, Iz we conclude the canonical system (I”, L*) with 
constraints is locally embeddable. 
1.5. The Cartan system of K~J 
Let (I*, L*,p) b e a valued differential system on X and let us denote by W the 
manifold structure of 1*. Let x be the canonical form on T*X and i the inclusion map 
W i T*X. 
Let us assume that the local given Tz-form w inducing a nonzero section of R”(L*/I*) 
is of the form: 
w = w1 A...Aw". (1.5.1) 
We define the 
w; = (-l)i-‘w’ A.. . A w^; A.. . Awn (1.5.2) 
where 1 < i < n and the symbol- means deletion of the correspondent factor. 
Let Wn be the nth Cartesian power of W and 2 be a subset of W” defined by 
2 = {Z E W” : ii(z) E AXn}, where ii is the natural projection ii : W” --f X” and 
AXn is the diagonal submanifold of X’“. The subset 2 is a vector subbundle over X 
and dimZ= dfsn. 
Let us define 
‘I’ = d$ (1.5.3) 
where $ is given by, 
7c, = 7r*p + (7rj 0 i’)*[i*(x)] A ?T*wj, (1.5.4) 
rj is the natural projection into the jth component rj : W” -+ W, i’ is the inclusion 
mapZ--+ Wn and r is the natural projection r : Z + X. We are interested in elements 
of V(1*, L*) that are extrema for the functional 4. In this search we will prove that the 
solutions of the Cartan system of q are critical manifold for the functional 4. 
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Definition 1.5.1. Given the (n + l)-form P, the Curtan system C(q) is the ideal 
generated by the set of n-forms 
{VJ ‘I’ where V E C”(Z,TZ)}. 
Remark 3. Let Z be the ideal generated by forms in C-(X,1*). Let Z, be the ideal 
generated by I in h”T*X. Denote by 2’ the subbundle of A”T*X spanned by 1,. One 
can construct 2’ is the total space of 2’. Let !I!’ = K’*F + i”x’ and q’ = d$,’ (where rr’ 
is the projection 2’ + X, X’ is the canonical n-form in A”T*X and i’ is the inclusion 
1’ + PT*X). It is easy to show that the projections in X of solution to the Cartan 
system C(9’) in this new setting coincide with projections in X of solutions to the 
Cartan system C(q) in 2. 
1.6, Integral elements and polar space 
We recall from [3] and [al] the following basic definitions and results. Let Z be a 
graded ideal of A*(X) th e exterior algebra of smooth-differential forms on a manifold 
X (ring C”(X)), and w an n-form on X. Let 20 E X and E,P be a p-dimensional 
subspace of the tangent space T&X. 
Definition 1.6.1. We say that [zu, E:] is a p-dimensional integral element of (2, w) 
if: 
(i) (E~,cY)(Q) = 0 for all CY E Z,, (1.6.1) 
(ii) (E,P,w)(so) # 0, (1.6.2) 
where 1, is the subset of p-forms of T. 
Definition 1.6.2. Given an integral element [zu, E,P-‘1 of dimension p - 1 the set of 
vectors v E Tz,,X satisfying: 
(i) +o, E,, PI, II] & (E,p-’ AV,(Y)=~(E~-~,.VJ~)=O (1.6.3) 
for all a E Z,, and 
(ii) wko, E, @,Y] A (E,p-’ AV,W) = k(E;-‘,v J w) # 0, (1.6.4) 
is called the polar space of (1,~) at [Q, E,P-‘1 and we denote it by H[Ep-‘I. Its di- 
mension will be denoted by rP + 1. 
1.7. Involutive system 
Definition 1.7.1. An integral element [Q, E,P-’ ] of (1, w) is called Curtan regular or 
C-regular if: 
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(i) For p = 1, there exist /3’, . . . ,/3” E Z, such that the submanifold of solutions 2 to 
10 is defined in a neighborhood of 20 by 
/3”(x) = 0, 1 < u < s, (1.74 
whose differentials d/3” are linearly independent. Note: Zu is the system of equations 
formed by f = 0 for all f being a function (O-form) in 1. 
For p > 1 it contains a C-regular integral element [x0, Eie2]. 
(ii) rp is constant in a neighborhood of [z~,E~-~] on V,_, where V,_l(Z,w) is the 
subvariety of (p - 1)-d imensional integral elements of (1,~) on Gp_r(X), the (p - I)- 
Grasmannian manifold of X. 
If only condition (i) is satisfied, we say [zn,EOp-‘1 is C-ordinary. 
Definition 1.7.2. The differential system (1,~) is in involution (or involutive) at 
$0 E X, if there exists an ordinary integral element [~u,El] of (Z,w), where w is an 
n-form. 
An integral manifold of (2, w) is a smooth mapping f : I -+ X satisfying: 
f*(z) = 0 
where I is an oriented compact n-dimensional manifold (possibly with boundary) and 
f*(w) is nowhere zero. 
Let (2, w) be a real analytic diflerential system (i.e. Z is an ideal of A:(X) the exterior 
algebra of analytic differential forms on an analytic manifold X). By the Cartan- 
Kahler theorem, if (Z, w) is in involution at ~0, then there exist local integral manifolds 
(analytic) of (1,~) p assing through 50 E X, and the general integral manifold depends 
on rP functions of p variables. 
1.8. The momentum space. Prolongation of (C(Y),,*w) in the momentum space. Non- 
degeneracy 
The momentum space is constructed in the following way. Suppose we are given 
on 2: 
(i) a closed (n + 1)-f orm q with the associated Cartan system C(Q), 
(ii) 7r*w the pull back to 2 of the w n-form which induces a nonzero section on 
h”(L*/I*). 
Integral element of (C(Q), rr*w) are defined in a similar way as the integral elements 
of (I*,L*). The set of integral elements [Q,E~] gives a subset 
Vn(C(‘I’),n*w) c Gn(Z). 
Denoting by rr’ be the projection Gn(Z) + 2 and assuming regularity at each step, 
one inductively defines: 
21 = ~'(qc(q,~*w>>, 
VA(C(9),7r*w) = {E E Vn(C(S’),r*w) : E is tangent to Zr}, 
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22 = d(V;(C(Q), n*w>>, 
Vl(C(q),n*w) = {E E VL(C(Q),7r*w) : E is tangent to 2,). 
Definition 1.8.1. Suppose (I”, L*,v) is a valued differential system with (I’, L*) a 
locally embeddable differential system, and w = w1 A.. . hwn. If there exists a ko E N, 
such that ZkO = .Z~C~+~ = ... = ZkO+n,(n’ E N) in the above construction, with: 
(i) Zk, being a manifold of dimension (n + 1) m + n for m E N, 
(ii) (C(q), ~*w)zkO is a differential system in Zk, with rn = 0 for all Vn-I(C( @), STOW) 
(for n = I we follow (211 and replace this condition by $ A !P # 0 on Z,,). Then 
(I*, L*,v) is a non-degenerate valued diflerential system and ZkO = Y is called the 
momentum space. 
We call (C(\u), ~*w)y the prolongation of (C(Q), r*w) in the momentum space. By 
construction, the differential system (C(!P),n*w)y satisfies: 
(i) the projection Vn(C(!Q),7r*w) -+ Y is surjective, 
(ii) the integral manifolds of (C(q), r*w) on 2 coincide with those of (C(q),~*w)y 
on Y. 
1.9. Well-posed valued differential systems 
Definition 1.9.1. (I*, L”, 9, P*, M*) is a well-posed valued diflerential system if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) (I*, L*, 9) is a non-degenerate valued differential system (with dim Y = 
(n + 1) m + n) and q = J?_U for a smooth function C on X, 
(ii) there exists a subbundle P* of I* of rank m and a subbundle M* of L* of rank m+ 
n, such that: 
I* c L’ c T*X 
u u 
P* c M* 
b) the locally given n-form w also induces, a nonzero section on Rn(M*/P*), 
c) Y c (P*)” Inxn, with Y a subbundle of (P*)” laxn, 
(iii) r”*M* = span{n*010 E C”(X, M’)}) is completely integrable on Y, where 
+I = K o i, and again i denotes the inclusion mapping Y --+ Z and r the projection 
2-X. 
I. 10. Boundary conditions 
I. 10.1. Generalized Lagrange problem 
Let X0 = J1(R”,R”) (the 1st jet manifold), with the canonical system I* defined 
on X0. Let 61 = ~J.u with w = dxl h . . . A dxn. We choose xl,. . . ,xn to be coordinates 
for iP and yl,... , ym coordinates for RBm. 
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Definition 1.10.1.1. Let f be a solution to the canonical differential system I*, with 
the independence condition given by L’ = span{I*, dx’, . . . , dx”} and k E N. The 
family F( z, tl , . . . , tk) of integral manifolds of (I*, L*) is k-parameter variation off if: 
(i) F(z,tl,. . . , tk) is smooth with (tr, . . ~ ,tk) E [0,&l] x . .. x [0,&k], for E; > 0, 
l<i<k, 
(ii) F(tl,. , . , t,J A F(x, tl,. . . , tk) E V(I*, L*) for all (tl, . . . , tk) E [0, El] x . . . x [0, Ek], 
(iii) F(x,O) = f(x) for all x E N, N c Rn. 
For k = 1 it follows from the definition of integral manifolds of (I”, L*) that F must 
satisfy: 
F*(d(v _I 0) + v _I de) = 0, (1.10.1) 
where u = F,(h’/&)l~,,,, and 0 is any l-form in I”, i.e. 0 E C-(X,1*). We will 
consider variations satisfying the condition #(F(x, t)) = r’(f(x)) for all 2 E dN and 
t E [O,E] (T’ is the projection J1(Rn,iRm) + R”). 
Without loss of generality we can choose v so that v _I dx” = 0 thus replacing a one 
parameter variation of f by another that has the same first and second variation but 
satisfies: 
r’(F(x, t))N = idN (1.10.2) 
for all t E [0,&l). In fact, we will prove in Section II.3 that if we have vector fields v 
and Y’ defined along F : N x [O,E] - X with Y-V’ tangent to f(N) and (v’ J w)]aN = 
(v J w)la,~, then 
/ f*(v J dq + d(v J q)) = 1 f*(v’J dv t d(v’J 9)) (1.10.3) 
and 
J f*(w J d(v J dp)) t d(w J (v J dy t d(v J q)) 
= f*(wJd(v’Jd~))+d(wJ(v’Jd~+d(V’J~)), 
J 
(1.10.4) 
where w is a vector field defined along F with (w J u)a,y~ = 0. 
Let 0” = dy” - yqdxi with 1 < i < 72 and I* = span{eal 1 < a < m}. Then 
duyck 
vJd@“+d(vJ@“)=O j Q;=~, (1.10.5) 
We will consider the generalized Lagrange Problem associated with three different 
kinds of boundary conditions, according to different types of constraints. 
Case I. No constraints 
If there are no constraints in Xu, then we can study variations of integral manifolds 
with fixed boundary conditions: 
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Definition 1.10.1.2. Let f E V(I*,L*) and h G r”flani, where r” is the projection 
J1(Rn,Rm) --+ Rn x Rm. We say that F(z,t) is a one parameter variation of f with 
jixed boundary condition if: 
(i) F(x, t) is a one parameter variation of f, 
(ii) Ft(x)ajv G F(z,t)],, = IL. 
Case II. Type I constraints 
In applications, such as the string theory for instance, it becomes necessary to fix 
boundary conditions on a subset A of dN. In this case there are no constraints in Xn. 
Partial Definition 1.10.3. Given an integral manifold f of (I*,L*), let h’ = n”fAS 
We say that F(x,t) is a one parameter variation off with type I mixed boundary, if: 
(i) F(x,t) is a one parameter variation of f, 
(ii) Ft(z)~ A F(x,t)lA = h’. 
We later impose an extra condition in the complement of A in dN. We define this 
condition in order to make the boundary term in the first variation of 4[f] = J f*y 
vanish (for example the open string (IV.l.l.l(c)) C;JB = 0 where B = dN/A). 
Case III. Type II constraints (constraints in X0) 
Let us assume we have constraints involving the derivatives of the y’s (coordinates of 
IRK,) with respect to the x’s (coordinates of Rn). We will consider constraints defining a 
system of P.D.E.‘s, which is equivalent to consider a section of the bundle J1(Rn,Rm) 
over Rn x IRm which is a solution to a system of equations C = 0 (C = 0 defines as 
a submanifold X of J1(Rn,Rm), X = J1(Rn,Rm)JC = 0). A section of the bundle 
J1(Rn,Rm) over Iw” x Rm is a map g of the whole Rn x R” into J1(Rn,IWm) such that 
0 0 r(p) = p for all p E IR” x EP, where 7r is the natural projection of J1 (R?, Rm) over 
IRn x IWm. 
We will study the case where the P. D.E.‘s are semilinear equations, and in each 
equation only one of the variables y is involved with its derivatives while all the other 
y’s involved appear without their derivatives. 
First of all note that the constraints will force the vector fields v to satisfy a system 
of P. D. E.‘s. Consider first the case where the system is reduced to a single equation: 
Y(x,Y,Y:,...,Yq,.. . , yr) = az(x)yq’ + a(5, y) = 0 
X c X0 = J1(IRn, Et”‘) with X = Xn], = 0. 
The conditions for I/ can be formulated as follows: 
(1.10.6) 
4 Ldldt(F*Oa)lt=n = 0 that is f*(v,pdx; - dz+) = 0, 
b) &3/&(X> Ytl, Y:? * * f 7 Yg? * *. 7 Y(lnm)lt=o = 0 
(1.10.7) 
(1.103) 
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which can be written as 
or upon contraction 
(1.10.9) 
(1.10.10) 
where 
as 4x, Y> 8s 
ay” = dy," = u’“(x, Y), 1 < o < m and ayP = c&(x)S~,. (1.10.11) 
Thus the constraint can be represented by a linear partial differential equation for the 
vector field u, of the form: 
2(x) 
du I 
* + uyx, y)z+k = 0. (1.10.12) 
Analogously, for a system of the type: 
g,,(x,Y,Y:,...,YP,... ) yF) = &(X>YS' + a,+, Y) = 0, 
1 < of < me, me < m. 
v satisfies: 
(1.10.13) 
(1.10.14) 
(Note that in the first term of the left hand side in (1.10.13) as well as in the first term 
in right hand side in (1.10.14), the repetition of Q’ does not mean a sum over o’). To 
fix notation we recall some definitions and results from P.D.E. theory [12],[37]. 
Definition 1.10.4. (i) Let I be a smooth hyperplane of Rn. Then I is characteristic 
at the point P E r for the equation (1.10.12) 
if and only if u;(x)v~ = 0, where v($, . . . ,zP) is a normal vector to P at P. 
(ii) If I is characteristic at every point, we say I is a characteristic swfuce for 
d+d 
aXa 
u’yx, y)up = 0 
(we will assume that the coefficients u;(x) do not vanish simultaneously at any x E IR”). 
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Theorem 1.10.1. Suppose S is an hypersurface of class C’, nowhere characteristic for 
the equation (1.10.12), and Q is a function on that hypersurfuce let also vYa = ha(h@ : 
29 + R). Then there is a unique solution uYa ,(x) E C1 defined on a neighborhood d’ c 19 
of S satisfying the initial condition vYar (x)ls = a(x) 
Let u’ be the vector field defined by V’ : Rn + Pin where V’(Z) = (al(z), _. e ,a,(~)). 
This vector field defines a foliation in Rn. Let us assume that the intersection of any 
integral curve y of this foliation with N is either a connected segment, a single point 
or the empty set. Since we have an orientation for v’, we can consider the integral 
manifold y oriented. Thus, in the segment there exist a first and second endpoint. 
Definition: 1.10.5. Let N be a n-dimensional submanifold of IV. Let A c dN be a 
connected submanifold of dN such that every point of A is a first endpoint or a single 
point of y n N. The submanifold A is a minimal hypersurface for the Cuuchy data for 
the P.D.E. (1.10.12) in N if given the value of uyp at N specifying the value v , at 
A for p f Q’, determines a unique solution for the P.D.E. in N but the specifi:ltion 
of ~~~1 at a proper subset of A does not. 
The above theorem indicates the kind of boundary conditions that can be associated 
with a generalized Lagrange problem under this type of constraints, namely bound- 
ary conditions on noncharacteristic surfaces which are “minimal”. This leads to the 
following definition. 
Type II mixed boundary condition 
Let A,, be a minimal surface for the Cauchy data of the g”’ equation. 
Definition 1.10.6. We say that F ( ) t x is a one parameter variation off with type II 
mixed boundary condition hi,, if 
(i) F(x,t) is a one parameter variation of f, 
(ii) F;‘ln,, = f*‘IAa, = hsa,, for all 1 < o’ < me, 
(iii) (170 F&W = 77 0 fl8~, where 77 is the projection 17 : J’(Rn,Rm) + Rn x Rmvrnf 
given by: 7(x, y, yt, . . . , y;, . . . , yz) = (x, yme+‘, . . . , y”). Let us define these boundary 
conditions for the more general set up. 
I. 10.2.1. The fixed boundary condition 
Let (I*, L*, p, P’, h/l*) b e a well-posed valued differential system, then, +‘*A4 defines 
a foliation of Y with n.m-dimensional leaves and we assume that there exits the quotient 
manifold of Y given by the foliation: 
& = YI,,,.,. (1.10.15) 
Q is called the reduced momentum space. 
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Let us assume in the following that N is connected and has a piecewise smooth 
boundary. 
Definition 1.10.2.1. Suppose (I”, L”, p, P’, M*) is a well-posed valued differential 
system and assume that there exists Q described above. The integral manifold f of 
(I”, L*) satisfies the fixed b oundery condition given by the function h : dN + Q if 
k(g(z)) = h(z) for all 2 E dN, 
where L;, is the projection Y --+&andgisanyliftofftoY. 
Notation. We denote by v(T*, L*, v, P*, M*[h]) th e set of integral manifolds of 
(I*, L*), satisfying the fixed boundary condition [h]. 
1.10.2.2. The mixed boundary condition (Type I and II) 
Type I mixed boundary condition 
Definition 1.10.2.2.1. Suppose (I*, L*, v, P*, M*) is a well-posed valued differen- 
tial system with KerS = 0 and assume there exists & described above. The integral 
manifold f of (I*, L*) satisfies the mixed boundary condition given by the function 
ha : A -+ & with A c dN if: 
(i) G(g(z)) = 1&(z) for all x E A, 
(ii) [(~j~i’~g)*(i*[x]A~*wj]arv\A f 0 for every j E 1,. . . ,n and g any lift off to Y (x 
is the canonical form on T*X and 7rj is the natural projection into the jth component 
7r.i : W” --+ W and i’ : Z 2 W” , i : W A T*X (See Section 1.5). 
Notation. We denote by V,,, (I*, L*, v, P*, M*[ha]) th e set of integral manifolds of 
(I”, L*) satisfying this mixed boundary condition. 
Type II mixed boundary condition 
Let us consider case III in Section I.lO.l.The following definition is made for n 3 2. 
For n = 1 we refer the definition of mixed endpoint conditions in [al]. 
Definition 1.10.2.2.2. The integral manifold f of (I*, L’) satisfies the type II mixed 
boundary condition given by: 
(i) 
(ii) 
if: 
hiaP : A,, --+ R with A,, c dN for I < Q’ < me, me < m 
h’a, : dN -+ N x ‘Ci%Wm-me, 
a) (7r” o o)(g)A,, = hzo, with rP’ being the projection of J’(N,R’“) in the cr’th 
component of IRm (1 < cy’ < me). 
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b) W4tsh = l&v with T’ being the projection of J’(N, Rm) in N x IR’~-~~ (i.e. 
n’(z,y) = (z,ylme+r,. . . ,y”) with z E N). 
c) (K” ow)(g)aN = idaN with T” being the projection of Q in N, for any lift g to Y. 
Notation. We denote by V,,(I*, L”, v, P*, A4*[ILzn,]) the set of integral manifolds of 
(I*, L*) satisfying this mixed boundary condition. 
I. 11. Infinitesimal variations of an integral curve f 
i) f satisfying the fixed boundary condition, 
ii) f satisfying the mixed boundary condition (type I and type II). 
Definitions 1.11.1. Let us assume, we have an integral manifold f of (I*,L*). A 
k-parameter variation off is a smooth function 
F : N x [O, El] x . x [o, E/J --$ x, 
such that F(.,tr,. . . , tk) : N x {(tl,. . , ,tk)} + X is an integral manifold of (I*, E”) for 
all (t1,. . . , Sk) E [0, ~11 x . x [0,&k] and F(., 0,. . . ,O) = f, where E; > 0, 1 < i < b. 
Let F be a l-parameter variation off . Along f we define the associated infinitesimal 
variation off by: 
v(~) = F&3/&), 
where F, : qz,op x [W - Tf(,)X is the differential of F at (x,0). It is easy to 
prove the following propositions (see Griffiths for the case n = 1). 
Proposition 1.11.1. Suppose that f : N + X (integral manifold of (I*,L*)) is an 
immersion, and let 0 be a differential form on X. Then we have: 
[La/at(F*%v,~,~ = f*(v J d@ + d(” J @)), (1.11.1) 
where F is a one parameter va,riation off, 
Proposition 1.11.2. If I/ is an infinitesimal variation associated with a variation of 
f (integral manifold of (I*, L*)), then we have: 
[L,/,,(F’@)IN = 0 (1.11.2) 
for any diflerential l-form 0 of C”(X, I*). Furthermore, let Tf(V(I*, L*)) be the space 
consisting of all C” vector fields which are defined along f and tangent at f to the 
images of variations off. If v E Tf(V(I*, L*), then f*((~ _I d@ + d(v J 0)) = 0 for all 
0 E C”(X, I*). 
We can define the k-parameter variation in a natural manner as well as the infini- 
tesimal variations for the different cases mentioned above. 
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Definition 1.11.2. A k-parameter variation F off E V(I*, L*,v,P*,M*, [h]) is said 
to keep the fixed boundary conditions if 
F(.&,... AC) E w*,L*,P,~*,~*,[w 
for all (tl , . ..,tk) E [O,E~] x . ..x [0,&k] and F(.,O ,..., 0) = f. 
Two other definitions can be made for the case of mixed boundary conditions type I 
and type II by replacing fixed boundary conditions by these boundary conditions and 
h respectively by ha and hz in the sentence above. 
,’ 
Definitions 1.11.3. Let f be an element of I/(1*, L*, q, P*, M”, [h]). A C” vector 
field u which is defined along f is said to give an infinitesimal variation off satisfying 
the fixed boundary condition [h] if: 
a) f*(v J dO + d(v J 0)) = 0 for all 0 of C”“(X,I*), and 
b) Vf(aN) E qaj+ 
Similarly two other definitions can be made for the two types of mixed 
conditions replacing h respectively by 11; and lazy, and b) respectively by: 
6) “f(A) E M;(A)‘, 
(ii) (~f(a~),q) = 0, 1 < j < 72, 
(iii) V J d[(,j o i’)*(i*[x]) A (K*w~)]~(~) = 0, 
boundary 
where g is any lift of f to Y and V is any vector field along g with r*(V) = v, and 
6) ‘j(4) E M;f(Aej’, 
where M,* = span{w, OkI@” = dy” - yktii with w = w1 A.. . A un}, and 1 < k < se, 
(4 Vf[&q E Iq, 
f(aW 
I, ++I < Q’ < s = rankI*. 
1.12. Critical integral manifolds of V(I*,L*,p,P*,M*,[h]), I/,,,(I*,L*,v, P*,M*, 
[ha]) and vmz (I*, L”, 9, P*, M*, [hia,]). The second variation 
We introduce some notation and describe two propositions that are easy to prove. 
Proposition 1.12.1. Let F be a l-parameter variation off E U(I*, L*, 9, P*, M*, [h]) 
(or, f E Vml (I*, L’, p, P*, M*, [ha]) or f E V,,(I*, L*,v, P*, M*, [hi,,])). Let u be the 
infinitesimal variation associated with F satisfying the fixed boundary condition (or, 
satisfying the type I or Type II mixed boundary condition). Then 
;(/ Fad)_ = / f*(l/-I dv). (1.12.1) 
We denote by 15~~; q$[ f] the linear functional 
‘mid[f] :Tf(V,,(I*,L*,~,P*,M*,[h;]))-~ given by 
6mi#)[f](zl> = J f*@ J 44 (1.12.2) 
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and the boundary conditions: 
ho = h, 
hI = ha, (1.12.3) 
hz = h; 
a’ . 
Definition 1.12.1. An integral manifold f E vmi(I*, L*, p, P’, M*, [h;]) is a critical 
integral manifold if and only if Sm;q4[f](~) s 0 for all v E Tf(V,, (I*, L*, 9, P”, M*, [hi])) 
(0 < i < 2). 
Proposition 1.12.2. Let G be u 2-parameter variation off E Vmi(I*, L*, p, P*, M’, 
[hi]) with Gt,, = G(., t,s) b ein g un integral manifold of Vmi(I*, L*,p, P*, M*, [hi]) for 
all [t, s] E [0,&l] x [0,&Z]. Let v E C”(N,TX) be G.,,*(a/&) for all s E [O,E?] and let 
w E Cm(N,TX) be Go,.*(d/ds). Then 
Again we denote by Ski d[f] th e 1 ineurfunctionul Sk,4[f] : Tj(Vmi(l*, L*,y, P*,M*, 
[hi])) --+ R given by 
6$,[f]+(w,~‘) = /- f*(w J+"h'))+~-f*(wJ b"dd) (1.12.5) 
for all v and w E C”(N,TX), both of which are in Tf(V,,(I*, L*,v, P”, M’, [hi])) 
(0 < i 6 2), where 
~~,4[fl = S”4[fl, k, = v 
and 
ho = h, 
111 = ha, 
112 = 11; 
cl’ . 
1.13. Well-posed variational problem with fixed or mixed boundary condition 
Let (I*, L*,p, P*, M*, [hi]) b e a well-posed valued differential system with boundary 
condition [h;] (0 < i < 2). 
We formulate the following problem: 
(i) Find sufficient conditions for f E Vm,(l*, L*,p, P*,M*, [hi]) to be a criti- 
cal integral manifold (i.e, Sm;4[f](V) E 0 f or all v E Tf(Vmi(l*, L*, q, P*, ikl*, [hi])) 
(0 < i 6 2)). 
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(ii) Supposing f is a critical manifold of VnLi(I*, L*, v, P*, M*, [IL;]) find sufficient 
condition for f to be a local minimum (resp. local maximum) of 4, i.e. for any variation 
of f which satisfies the condition: 
(a) Ft E V,,,(~*,L*,~,P*,M*,[h;]) for all t E [0,&r], 
(b) Ft(N) # F(N) f or all t E [0,&l] there exists a positive real number E:, such that 
4[Ft] > 4[F] (resp. $[Ft] < 4[F] for all t E [&$I). 
Definition 1.12.1. The above problem is a well-posed variational problem if the Car- 
tan system (C(Q), r*w) has a solution satisfying the boundary condition [h;]. 
A local extremum of 4 is either a local maximum or a local minimum of 4. 
Remarks 4. 
1. For TL = 1 and for fixed boundary condition a well-posed differential system 
defines a well-posed variational problem. 
2. If (C(q), r*w) is an involutive system then the variational problem is well-posed. 
3. We are using neither a C or a C2 neighborhood of an integral manifold f of 
(I*, L*) (in the topology defined by the supremum norm) to define a local extremum 
since, given two integral manifold of (I*,L*) with the same boundary condition [h;]f 
and g, it is not always possible to define a variation F : N x [0, E] + X satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(i) F keeps the boundary condition [h;], 
(ii) Fe(z) = f(z) and Ft(z) = g(z) f or some t E [0,&r]. We will analyze the existence 
of a local extremum of q5 using the first and second variations. 
II. The Euler-Lagrange differential system for a well-posed valued differen- 
tial system 
We defined now the solutions to the Euler-Lagrange differential system for different 
boundary conditions which were previously defined in order to cover various types of 
problems. 
II. 1~ Euler- Lagrange difierential system 
Definition 11.1.1. Let (I*, L*,p) b e a valued differential system. The Cartan sys- 
tem (C(9),7r*w)z is called the Euler-Lagrange differential system associated with 
(I*, L*, 4. 
Assuming that (I”, L*, 9) is non-degenerate we consider, in the following, the restric- 
tion of the Euler-Lagrange differential system associated with (I’, L*, p) to Y. 
Proposition 11.1.1. 1fg is an integral manifold of(C(‘@),~*w)y then Tog E V(I*, L”) 
where T is the natural projection x : Z + X. 
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Proof. Let Or,. . . , 0” be a local coframe of I*. Let (err(z), . . . , a”(z)) denote a point 
of 2, where oi E I* for 1 < i < n, o;(x) = X:(@“(x)), 1 < cr < S. 
From (1.5.4) we have 
$J,(G A> = r*(+)) + x%*q, (2.1.1) 
where(X=(X:,...,X~),w=w’~...r\w” ~~~~~=w~A...AwR-~AO”~\W~~+~A 
. . AWN). Hence, from (1.5.3) we obtain 
qz, A) = n*(d~(z) -l- r@ A ?r’[O;;(x)] + xp, A rr*[d[o;(z)]] (2.1.2) 
a,nd conclude that 
(2.1.3) 
The independence condition together with the conditions rr*[O;(z)] = 0 along g(N) 
for all 1 < cr < s and 1 < ,/3 < n imply ~*[W(xz)] = 0 along g(N). Therefore r o g E 
v(1*, 1;*). 
We denote by (V(C(@), ~*w)y the set of integral manifolds of (C(@),r*w)y). 
Definition 11.1.2. Let (I*, L*, 9, P*, M’, [h;]) b e a well-posed valued differential sys- 
tem with boundary conditions [hi]. The integral manifold g is a solution to the Euler- 
Lagrange difSerentia1 system (C( *), ~*w)y with boundary condition [h;] if it satisfies: 
(i) 9 E v(C(*), ~*w)Y, 
(ii) rr 0 g E Vm, (I*, L*, v, P*, M*, [hi]). 
In addition if i = 2 
(iii) (type II b oundary condition Ain, ) we also impose (see Section 1.4) (V J [(7rj 0 i’o 
g)*(i*k]) * T*WjhV/A,, E 0 where v is any element in T,(7rI*,rL*,[hz]) the space of 
all C” vector fields defined along g and tangent at g to the images of variations of 9 
keeping the boundary condition 1~2. 
Proposition 11.1.2. Suppose (I*, L*, 9, P*, M”, [h;]) is a well-posed valued diflerential 
system and g is a solution to the Euler-Lagrange differential system (C(q), ‘/r*w)y with 
[h;] boundary condition. Then 
d 
z CJ ) F”P t=O = 0 
for all vuriations off = r o g, keeping the boundary condition [hi]. 
Proof. Let F : N x [0,&r] + X be a variation of f. Then 
(2.1.4) 
(2.1.5) 
where v E C”(N, TX) and 11 = F,(a/at). Let V E C”(N,TY) be a lift of v to TY 
and let wol = (-l)“-‘wr A . . . A Luff A.. . A w”. Then along g(N) we have V J 7r”dp = 
-V J -R”d[X{O;], 1 < o 6 s, 1 < 0 < n. 
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A simple computation yields 
- v _I ~r*d[@;] = -v J [& A T*@p” + A: A T*d@; 
= [-v J d&r*@; - Xp,[V J x*&q] t &[V -I ,*@;I. 
Furthermore, we have along f(N) 
(V _I dO”) A wp = -d(Y -I W) A wp 
(2.1.6) 
(2.1.7) 
therefore 
(V -I 7r*dO”) A ?I-*wp = -d(V _I 7r*o”) A 7r*wp along g(N), (2.1.8) 
and we obtain 
V J ~*dp = d[X$V J r*W)] A KIWI along g(N). (2.1.9) 
Finally by the Stokes theorem we have 
(v J [(T’ 0 i’ o g)*(i*[X]) A (T 0 g)*Wj]) = 0 (2.1.10) 
since (V J [(nj o i’og)*(i*[x]) A (TO g)‘wj]) = 0 for the boundary condition [h;]. 
11.2. Jacobi vector fields 
Definition 11.2.1. Let (I’, L*,q) b e a non-degenerate valued differential system and 
C($),.rr*w)y the Euler-Lagrange differential system of (I*, L*,p). Let g be an integral 
manifold of C(q),r*w)y. The space T,(V(C(I), x*w) is called the space of Jacobi 
vector fields of (I*, L*, 97) at g. 
11.3. Normal class of vector fields 
Definition 11.3.1. Let v be a vector field in Tf(N). The set of all vector fields Y’ in 
Tf(N) with (V - zQaflN) = 0 is called class [v] of vector fields normal to f(N)). 
Lemma II.3.1. Let f E V(I’, L", 9, P*, A4*, [hi]). Ifv and Y’ both in Tf(V(I*, L*,v, 
p*, M*, [hi]>> (0 < i < 2>, are two elements in the same class of vector fields normal 
to f(N), then: 
(9 L; 4LflW = bd#df1(4, (2.3.1) 
(ii) ~~,4[fl(W) = CL,4[fl(44, (2.3.2) 
for all w E C”(N x [O,&l],TX) with ~1 > 0, such that w E Tf(V,,(I*, L*,y, P*,M*, 
M))* 
Proof of (i): Let 1)” = v - v’. This v” is tangent to f(N) for all the points of f(N) 
where v” # 0. Then, by definition of Sm,q5[f](v”) we obtain 
&r&[fl(4 - &7L,~[fl(V’) = brL,4[fl(~~“), (2.3.3) 
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&n,4[fl(~“> = J f*v J dv), 
for all ~1 A . . . A v, E A’“Tf(N) and since n = dim N we have 
(2.3.4) 
(u” J dy, u1 A . . . A un) = (dy, uN A u1 A . . . A un) = 0. 
Proof of (ii): 
From the definition we have 
(2.3.5) 
‘~i~[f](~“, w> = J f*(v"J d(WAd(p))+ J f*(v"J WJ dyJ)) (2.3.6) dN 
and V” J d(w J dv) = 0 using the same argument as in the proof of (i). 
Moreover, because 11 and u’, both in Tf(V,,(I*,L*,p, P*,M*, [hi])), belong to the 
same class of vector fields normal to f(N), we have (Y” J dy)af(N) = 0 and we obtain 
J ,*(v" J (w J dv)) = 0. (2.3.7) L?N 
Therefore we conclude that 
s$;iqf](u”, w) = 0. (2.3.8) 
Eemma 11.3.2. Let f E Vmi(l*, L*,v,P*,M*, [hi])). If F and F are two l-parameter 
variations off satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) F and p keep the boundary condition [hi], 
(ii) the infinitesimal variations v and V associated respectively with F and p are in 
the same normal class of vector fields, then 
d 
z 
(2.3.9) 
Proof. This result is a direct consequence of Lemma 11.3.1 and Proposition 11.1.2. 
Lemma 11.3.3. Let f E V,,,(I*, L*,v,P*, M’, [hi]). If G and G are two 2-parameter 
variations of f satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) Gt,, and Gt,s belong to V,, (I’, L*, 9, P*, M*, [h;]) for all (t, s) E [0, EI] x [0,&z, 
where (~1, ~2) is a pair of positive real numbers, 
(ii) v(.,s) and fi(.,s) b 1 e ong to the same class of vector fields normal to Go,S( N), 
with Go+.(N) = GQ(N) for all s E [O,EZ], v and V are in C”(N x [O,e.J,TX) and are 
defined by v(.,s) = Go,.*(a/&) and fi(.,s) = Go;.(a/&) for all s E [0,&z]. 
(iii) w and 6 are in the same class of vector fields normal to f(N), where w = 
Go,o* (a/as) and 6 = C&o* (a/as), then we have: 
a2 -(J ) d2 dsdt G*p s=t=O = - dsdt CJ ) G*cp .s=t=o (2.3.10) 
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Proof. Let Y’ = z/(0,0) and fi’ = C(O,O). By (1.12.5) we have 
d2 --(I ) dsdt G*YJ s=t=o = s~i~[f](w, ~‘> 
and 
(2.3.11) 
(2.3.12) 
hence, after substitution 
a2 
--(I ) dsdt G*v s=t=o 
= s~,~[f](WIV’> - s~i~[fl(w,a’) 
(2.3.13) 
+ G,~[.flh~‘) - G,4[fl(~,fi’). 
By Lemma 11.3.1, we have that s$;~+@](w,fi’) = 6&4[f](w,fi’). Finally because ~0,~ 
and fiu,s belong to the same class of vector fields normal to Go+(N) we have 
(2.3.14) 
Thus Sk, dfl( w, 4 = GL,4ul( w, C’), concluding the proof. 
III. Local extrema in a well-posed variational problem 
III. 1. Regular well-posed valued differential system. The quadratic form A 
We now discuss a class of problems related to the one introduced in Section 1.10. 
Let w = duS+’ A.. .l\du s+n. Let (I*, L”, 9, P*, M”) b e a well-posed valued differential 
system, and assume we have a coframe: 
C;F={Oa,dus+j,XI:AIIII1~N~s, l<i’<se,j’EL;,, s~+~<<“<s, l<j<n} 
for T*X with Li, c {k E N, 1 < k < n} such that: 
(i) I* = span{CY 1 1 < ck < s}; (3.1.1) 
(ii) L” = span{ O”, du”+j 1 1 < o! < s, 16 j < n}; (3.1.2) 
(iii) T’X = L* CB R* (@ denotes a direct sum) (3.1.3) 
with R” = span{?Tj:,7rj” 1 1 6 i’ < se, j’ E Li,, se+1 < i” < s, 1 6 j 6 n}; 
(iv> d@il, E 0 mod I, j” $ Li,; (3.1.4) 
(v) do:: E x:: A w mod I, j’ E Lit; (3.1.5) 
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(vi> d0y G rj” A w mod I, 1 < j < n; (3.1.6) 
(vii) i’ 
ir, 
Tjl) Kj are linearly independent mod L, (3.1.7) 
[recall that: I .= C”(X, 1’1, and L = C”(X, L’)]. 
Let dq E Ei,,rf” r\w+Cq, 7rj: AW mod I and dCE E Cz;F’7ri: mod K*L 1 < CX,(Y’ < s, 
v E L, and LJ’ E La’. 
Definitions 111.1.1. (i) (I’, L*, 9, P*, M’) is a regular well-posed valued difSerentia1 
system if there exists a coframe CT described above with det[Cz;y’] # 0. 
(ii) Th e ua ra K q d t’ f orm A associated with Lz;y’ is defined in T*X and is given by: 
for every v E TX, A(v) = L~;~‘v,“r/$‘, (3.1.8) 
where u = 1&13/&r& mod R*l, 
of {7rj, 1 1 < i < ?r& L’ E L;}. 
with {a/&r:, 1 1 < i < m, .? E L;} being the dual basis 
Notation. We denote by (I*, L’, 9, P”, h4*, R*) a regular well-posed valued differen- 
tial system. 
111.1.1. We have the following propositions: 
Proposition 111.1.1.1. Assume (I*, L*, p, P”, M*, [hi]) is a well-posed valued difler- 
ential system with boundary [hi]. Let f E V(I*, L*,q, P*7M*,[h;]) and G be a 2- 
parameter variation off beeping the boundary condition. Then 
d2 -CJ ) dsdt G*y s=t=(J (3.1.9) 
= J g*(w J d(u J $)) + J g*(ulJ(VJ71))+'U)Jd(vJ~,)), aN 
where g = Go,0 for G any smooth lift of G to Y, w and v are vector fields respectively 
defined along g and along (??‘o,~ for s E [O,E’], satisfying: 
(9 V = &,.*(a/&), (3.1.10) 
(ii) w = G,,,*(a/as). (3.1.11) 
Proof. For all 0 E 1 we have 0 E 0 along Gt,,(N) for all (t, s) E [O,E] x [O,E’]. Hence 
JG?,,w= J G&P+ @ ~q) (3.1.12) 
for 1 6 j < n. Let (?’ be a smooth lift of G to Y. Then, 
(3.1.13) 
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where X is the canonical form on T’X, rrj is the projection into the jth component 
rj : W” + W, i’ is the inclusion map 2 - IV”, i is the inclusion map W - T*X and 
71 is the projection 2 - X. We have 
d2 
-4 ) dsdt G*g s=t=o 
(3.1.14) 
= J g*(uu’-l +‘_I 9‘~)) + J S*b J ((V-I 'h')++'J qy>>) t?N 
Therefore we proved (3.1.2). 
Proposition 111.1.1.2. Let (I*, L*, +9, P*, M*, R”) b e a regular well-posed valued dif- 
ferential system with dwj = 0 for all 1 < j < n and 2’1 = Y in the prolongation of 
(C(q), r*w). Let us assume that the quadratic form A is definite. Then, one can define 
a coframe for T*Y. 
C~={~*Oi,~*w-l,dX~I1~i~s, l<j<n, 
span{oi 1 1 < i 6 s} = I;,, (79 0 i’)*[i*X] = xtrr*@:} 
where U is a chart of X, T is the projection 2 + X and i’ is the inclusion map 
Z-W”. 
Proof. From (1.5.3) and (1.5.4) we have 
T& = 7r*+9 + (9 0 i’)*[i*X] A ir*wj = 7r*(&) + (79 0 i’)*[i*x] A 7r*wj, (3.1.15) 
\1, =rr*(dCr\w)+( rrj o i’)*[i*dX] A rr*wj. (3.1.16) 
If we let [ = $7rj: + J?,,K;, we can write 
q E r*([ A w) + Xirr*(dOi) mod r*I, (3.1.17) 
where (rj oi’)*[i*X](z, A) = XjOj(x) for all 1 < i < s and X = (A:, . . . , A:). Hence, from 
(3.1.4), (3.1.5) and (3.1.6) we have 
Q G n*([ - Xi:r$ + Ai,,nj”) A w mod ~‘1 (3.1.18) 
and 21 of Section I.8 is the restriction 21 = Z]%‘I$‘. Differentiating, we have 
1” 1” 
dC$ = Lz;y’x*~g mod rr*L, 1 < (~,a’ < s, v E C, and 
V’ E L,I, (3.1.19) 
det[Cz;$‘] f 0, there exists [Cz;p’] = [L$y’]-l and changing coordinates we obtain 
7r*rrg = C$dX$ mod r*L. (3.1.20) 
Thus CF is a coframe for T*Y. 
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III. 1.2. Second variation 
Let (I’, L*,q, I*, L*, R’, [h;]) b e a regular well-posed valued differential system with 
boundary condition [h;]. Assume that in the prolongation of (C( !P), K*W) we have Zr = 
Y. The structure equations are of the form: 
d@’ E -,$ A ,j’ + @;h’ n,k,r\@+F~~@r\wj mod 1~1, (3.1.21) 
d@i” E _,;:, ,j & + @;h’ ~r~,~Cf-+I$‘@“r\u~ mod IA1 (3.1.22) 
with 1 < C,i,k < S, 1 < i’ < se, s j+r < i” 6 S, 1 < j 6 n, Li, C {AT E IV, 1 6 b 6 n), 
Lill = {k E N, 1 < Ic < n}, j’ E Lil, h’ E Lk,). Let C_P = {r*Oi, T*w~, x*T~:, dXi 1 1 < 
i < S, 1 < j < n, 1 < i’ < se, j’ E Li,} be a coframe of T*Z. 
Then, since 
dCAw=~~~=;:Aw+Ci,~al~Aw+eiOiAw, (3.1.23) 
we obtain 
Q = [C$ - x$*[7rj: A w] + [C$, - 2,,]7r*[7r;” A Ld] 
+ [dXi, - XiFj,e A r*ue + X~E~~‘X*[*~,]] A K”O$ 
+ [dX;i,, - A; F;i,,e A r*we + Xi E$;K*[B;,]] A r*Ojl’ 
(3.1.24) 
+ C;Oi Aw mod ?r*(IAI) (1 < g < s). 
In Y = 21, we have 2:: = Xi:, Ci,, = Xi,, and rr*rf, E C’t;$dXL’ mod n*(L). Let 
[Cj:lc,,] = [Z$,L,]-‘. For T*Y we have a coframe 
C3’ = {s*Oi,n*wj,dXj 1 1 < i < s, 1 < j < n}. 
Then, substituting we write 
(3.1.25) 
(1 < f < s, e’ E Lf) where pi,, is a antisymmetric form, /3ik E spanr*{wj / 1 < j 6 n}, 
of”’ = sfj,' + .&+‘ckf 
e’t’ e’z’ 9 z'k h'e' 7 (3.1.26) 
Df," = $"E$h'ckf 
e’z’ 9 z'k h'e' ’ (3.1.27) 
D;;,, = S-f! + xj E?‘C”f e’z” 9 z”k h’e” (3.1.28) 
S$i,, = Kronecker symbol, i.e. Si:,, = (1 if j = e’ and f = i, 0 otherwise} and Ci, 1 < 
i < S, are coefficients that are the result of algebraic manipulations of the expressions 
above. 
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Let g be a solution to the Euler-Lagrange differential system (C(q), x*w)y with 
boundary condition [I&;]. By (3.1.9) 
where G is a 2-parameter variation of g which keeps the boundary condition [h;] and 
w’ and V’ are vector fields defined along g and G n+ for all s E [O,E’] which are given by 
Y’ = Gu,.*(a/&) and w’ = Gn,n*(d/ds). 
Writing these vectors in the dual frame of CT’: 
u’ = l@/aA; + u;d/&r*wj + u’%/&r*@“, (3.1.30) 
w’ = w’$/ax; + w’jd/drr*J + w’%/&*@, (3.1.31) 
and without loss of generality one can choose u and w in [u’] and [w’] respectively, so 
that 
Uj = Wj = 0 and uij” = w$” = 0 
for all 1 < i’ < sp, 1 < j < 72, j” E L;‘, (note that span{6’/8x$‘]l < i’ < se, j” E L;,} = 
Kern,). A simple substitution yields: 
u J ‘ljy E -d$ A ui’ A r*qr, - D$u~ A ~~0’ A n”we - Di{dXf A U’ A K*we 
$ /3ikljz A X*0’” + CiUi A 7T*W, (3.1.32) 
w -I d(u _I ‘JJy) = -(w J dui’) A dX::’ A ~*Wj,, - d[DLj:ui] A T*we A W;’ 
- [W J d[Di:ui]] A dX$ A T*we + (W J d(Ciui)) A TT*W 
f [w _I d[D$$]] A r*Oi A T*we - d[D$:ui’] A wi A T*we (3.1.33) 
f DL;Uj’(W J dr*Oi) A r*we + (W _I d(pik~i)) A T*Ok 
+ (-l)“-‘d(&.‘,i) A (w J T*@), 
T*I= 0, u J r*d@ z -d(u _I r*Oi) and W-I r*dOi E -d(w J r*Oi) along g(N). 
Hence 
W ~ \Ily ) = -(W ~ dui’)[d~~~’ A n.~Wj,r + D~~,dX~’ A ~~Wj - Cir~*W] 
- (w J dui”)[Di,$,dX; A KIWI - Ci,,~*w] - [W A dD;I,:]uidX7’ A a*wp 
+ (W -I dCi)ui A 7T*W - d[D{,:ui] A r*we A W f _ d[wiDfe p,iu;‘] A TOWS 
- [w J d[Df!ui]] A dX$ A e’z T*we + (W J d(Ciui)) A X*W 
+ (-l)+rd(wk/?/J + (w J &)) Ar*d@“. (3.1.34) 
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Since: 
(3.1.35) 
d/doi” J 9y = -DL<,,dXf A TOWS - Ci,,~*W mod Oi, (3.1.36) 
and 0: = 0 along g(N), for this g(N) ( h h w ic is a solution to the Cartan system) we 
have: 
J 
g*(w J d(” J !I$)) = 
J 
g*[-(w J‘dD;;)v”dX; A jr*we 
+ (w J dC;)vi A 7r*w - wf d( Di;v”) A 7r*we] 
+ 
s 
g;N[-wzD~$+r*w~ + (-l)n-l~kpk]. (3.1.37) 
Moreover, 
and 
w J d(u J $y) = ,$I’ A r*wj + (w J dvi)X; A n”wj (3.1.38) 
20 J (v J qy) XX -D~~l/iW~AK*W~+D~~Wi~~‘A~*~~t(-l)n-2Bi~vi(W J T*O’“) 
+ Z+J J p;k) A ?r*@. (3.1.39) 
Proposition 111.1. Let (I’, L”, p, P”, M”, R*[h;]) b e a regular well-posed valued dif- 
ferential system with boundary condition [hi]. Let us assume dwj = 0, 1 < j < n, and 
21 = Y in the prolongation of (C(Q), r*w). Let g be a solution to the Euler-Lagrange 
difierential system (C(e), K*W) with boundary condition [hi]. Then: 
d2 
&& J g*w;‘4~~(v)I (3.1.40) 
- [b%’ J dD$VidX$ A n*we + (W J dC;)Vi A r*w], 
where: 
(i) (? is a 2-parameter variation of g which keeps the boundary condition [h;] with 
v = &,.*(a/&), w = &,,*(a/&), so that Vj = Wj = 0, 1 < j < n and Vi!” = Ws” = 
Oforl<i’<se andjNq!L;. 
(ii) D and F are locally given by: 
D( W V) = DJ?ViW;’ A n*we 7 e’z 
+ w/vi A n*wj + (w J dK)dA; A r*wj. 
(3.1.41) 
(3.1.42) Ff(V) = [D%+]n*w~. e’ e’a 
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Theorem 111.1. Let us assume N = II x .. . x I,, where I; c R is a closed interval 
[a;,&]. Let (I*,L*,v,I*,L*,R*,[h]) b e a regular well-posed valued differential system 
with fixed boundary condition [h]. A ssume dwj = 0, 1 < j < n, and 21 = Y in 
construction 1.8. Suppose the quadratic form associated with Lz;y’ is positive definite 
and let g be a solution to the Euler-Lagrange differential system (C(~),T*W) with 
fixed boundary condition [h]. Suppose, moreover, that there exists a chart 19 of X with 
(r 0 s)(N)1 1 9, so that there exists a local basis for Iv with dOi A wi = -rj A w for 
all 1 < i < m, 1 < j 6 n. Then, there exists an open set U c (TT og)(Q), so that for all 
N’=Ii x...xIA, (7rog)h is a local minimum for 4 in V(I*, L”, p, I”, L*, [h’]) where 
h’ = (k 0 g)aN, (G is the projection Y + Q). 
Proof. Let C3’ = {~*Oi,n*wj,dX~I 1 < i 6 s, 1 < j < n} be a basis for T*Y. Let us 
recall (3.1.41) and (3.1.42) for the case V = W and se = 0. 
D(V,V) = DL:V’VT’ A r*wp + y!Vi A T*Wj + (V _I dV;)dXS AT*Wiy (3.2.1) 
F,!(V) = [D$qT*w~. (3.2.2) 
Suppose, N’ 1 J is given by N’ = 1’1 x ... x I’,, where 1;’ = [a’i, bi] c R. 
Let F be a l-parameter variation of T o glN, keeping the boundary condition [IL’]. 
Let u be a vector field in [v’], so that vi = 0 (v’ = F*(i3/&)). We have 
3 Jwt=o = -J,,,,., D(V, v) t J g*[V;'d[F$(V)l (3.2.3) 
- [V A dD,$]VidX$ A r*we + (V J dC;)Vi A T*w], 
where V is a vector field defined along g with r*(V) = vu. Moreover, J8,(N,) D(V, V) = 0, 
since F keeps the boundary condition [h’], yielding 
Using 
and 
since 
-$- (J F*~)~=~ = / g*[V,“‘d[D{:V’r*we] - [V J dDi:]VidXf A r*we 
+ (V J dC;)Vi A r*w]. (3.2.4) 
dVi = -(V J n*doi) along g(N’), (3.2.5) 
dVi A r*Wp = [V J K*[T~, AW]] along g(N’) 
1 < i, k < s C’ E Liy 11’ E LI, 
(3.2.6) 
dVi A 7r*wp = [C&,V~’ + B;,fVf],*w along g(N’) (3.2.7) 
bind, = Cd,“l,dX~’ + ~~,lOf + Ba,ioi, l<j<% (3.2.8) 
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we have 
= J 9*[@c,f,';l,@v/' t E&I$eV” + FikViVk]~*w, (3.2.10) 
where Ejlk 
Let u1 
is obtained by algebraic manipulation of the above expressions. 
, . . un be coordinates 
x*wj = ,$ (1 < .i < 4, (3.2.11) 
Hence 
v;‘T*w = [ &!!c - B~&;eVf] 7r*w 
the 
along g(N’). (3.2.12) 
t E’;,,V” $ + Fge+*w. 
Note that Die = S,‘,: and 
D jhiChte dVf dVi 
e’k ka aue’a71”’ 
is positive definite. Therefore 
for some S > 0. By Cauchy-Schwarz 
2KLP)I 6 ~11~112 -I- ~11$42 
where [ and p E IWS.n. Thus, for suitable E > 0 
d2 
dt2 CJ ) GJP t=o 3 cl c J&[$] 2r*u l<t(s 
e(Ec, 
- c2 c g;p+*w 
l<CY<S 
J 
(3.2.13) 
(3.2.14) 
(3.2.15) 
(32.16) 
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for suitable Cr > 0 and C2 (C r and Ca are independent of N’ c N). We recall here 
the Poincare inequality asserting that: 
J” g(z)dz < [ qq [Jb(g’(z))2dz] 
a a 
(3.2.17) 
for g(z) E C’(a,b) satisfying g(u) = 0. Th erefore, for E > 0 we can choose a U” c U’, 
such that for every N” = If x . . . x I: c U” we have that: 
J gl;,,(v”)?T*w < E [*Il. Jg~~[$12~*~l~ (3.2.18) \ \= 
e’El, 
where V is a vector field defined along g(N) such that T*(V) = 6, 5 E [v] with TJ = 
F*(a/&) and Gw = 0. Let p be a l-parameter variation of TogIN,,, keeping the boundary 
condition. Substituting in (3.2.16) 
Thus 
(3.2.20) 
for some constant C’s > 0. If all terms dVi/due’ are zero, it follows that V 3 0 by 
the formula (3.2.18). Therefore, there exists an open set U in N such that for all 
N” = I”r x . . . x I”, c U”, the restriction a o glN,, is a local minimum. 
111.3. Field 
We now introduce a notion that will be needed for Theorem 111.2. 
Definition 111.3.1. Let (I*, L*, 9, P*,M*, R*) b e a regular well-posed valued differ- 
ential system. Then: 
(i) A connected submanifold 5’ c Y of dimension equal to the rank M* (rank M* = 
s + n) is a jeld if the following condition is satisfied: 
Q’s = 0. 
(ii) The restriction $)s of +!+ to 5’ is called Hilbert’s invariant integral. 
(3.3.1) 
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111.4. Local extremum II 
Let (I”, L*,v, P*, M*, R*, [h;]) b e a regular well-posed valued differential system 
with boundary condition [IL;]. Assume in construction 1.8, that Y = 21 and suppose 
the quadratic form A is positive definite. Let also 
I* = span{dui - o:du”+j = oi Iui,oj,uSfj E C”(X,R) : 1 < i < s, 1 < j < n} and 
wj = dus+j (1 < j < n), with 
(9 T;; = d$,, 1 < i’ < sp, j’ E L;r, (3.4.1) 
(ii) R;” = du;“, 1 < i” 6 s, 1 < j 6 71, (3.4.2) 
(iii) da:,, = 0 mod I, j” r$ Li! (sg is an integer 0 < Se < S). (3.4.3) 
Using proposition 111.1.1.2, we can define a coframe CF = {rr*Oi, r*dus+j, dXi 1 1 < 
i < s, 1 < j < 1~) for Y. The structure equations are (recall 3.1.21, 3.1.22 and 3.4.3): 
d@i’ = -&$, A &s+j’ + E$‘d$ A Oe + F,‘j@” A du’+j mod I A I, (3.4.4) 
d@” = _&,fl’ ,, duS+j, (3.4.5) 
and 
Ot,=[du:.-_Ufd?~~“]Awe,, l<i<s,!‘~L;, (3.4.6) 
dOj(,, = 0 mod I, 1 < i < Se, j” E L:. (3.4.7) 
It follows that : 
qy = [d!“xf -C. e’z ,T*w~] A r*@j + d$’ A A*@;:, mod 1 A I (3.4.8) 
(1 6 f 6 s, e’ E Lf) 
and 
L$: = fi$: + Xi E$‘C,k/ ,, e (3.4.9) 
D$;’ = $“Ef,;‘Ckf h’e” (3.4.10) 
D$,, = I!$,, + $E$;Ckf h’e” (3.4.11) 
III.4.1. Case I. Fixed boundary condition. 
Let g E U(C(U), ~*w)y satisfying the boundary condition [h]. Let us assume there 
exists a field S of (I*, L*, q) with g(N) c S lying diffeomorphicaly over a neighborhood 
R of ij(n o g)(N) and Hn(S) = 0 (H is the singular homology, iz, is the projection 
Y + Q). Let G be a smooth variation of rrog which keeps the boundary condition and 
Gt # 7r og for all t # 0. Let G be a smooth lift of G to Y with Ge = g. Considering 
A = 
J 
[Gt - r as]*(p), (3.4.12) 
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we have 
A = 
J 
[tit - g]*(4). (3.4.13) 
Let G:(Z) = &* (G(Gt(x)))nS for all z E N. Then, A = J[G,-Gil*($) since ag(N) = 
dG:(N) using the boundary condition, where 
G';(T)) = G';[Cn*w + Xjr*O;]. (34.14) 
Let V E Cm(N,TY) with W(V) = 0. L e us consider the case where V J T*@;:, = 0 t 
and 
L,,[?r’o$,,] = v J a’d$, + d[V -I 2T*oj:,1 = 0. (3.4.15) 
Then, Oil, is horizontal to the Lz, projection and OT,, vanishes on G/t(N). We conclude 
that 
A= J C(7r 0 &)(7r 0Gt)*w -J C(roG't )( TT o Glt)*w N N 
- Cs dC &la l<U<S ,zq =O (qr : $g+u -D; (TOG:) *o. 1 1 (3.4.16) 
vElol 
Thus, A vanishes to second order along (r og)(N). Hence the dominant term for Gt 
close to r o g is the second order derivative 
- b; 
I[ 
<-b;:](noG'l)]*u). 
dUS+" 
(3.4.17) 
Therefore, for t # 0 and sufficiently small, we have A > 0, since a2,f!,/&.r~&r$ is positive 
definite and 7r o g is a local minimum. 
Theorem 111.2. Let (I*, L*, p, I”, L’, R”, [h]) b e a regular well-posed valued difleren- 
tial system with boundary condition [h]. A ssume in construction 1.8, that Y = 21. 
Suppose the quadratic form A is positive definite. 
Let us also assume I* = span{dui-niduS+j = Oi]ui,n~,uS+j E C”(X, R) : 1 < i < s, 
1 < j f n} and & = du”+j(l < j < n), with 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(3.4.18) 
(3.4.19) 
(3.4.20) 
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Let g E V(C(Q), r*w)y satisfying the boundary condition [h]. If there exists Q field S 
of (I*, L*, y), with g(N) c S, lying difleomorphically over a neighborhood R, of Wo( N) 
and IIn = 0 then x o g is a local minimum of C$ in I/(1*, L”, p, I*, L”, R*, [IL]). 
Remark 5. Here we can extend the notion of local minimum to the following context: 
nag is a weak local minimum if there exists a neighborhood 77, in the C2-topology such 
that for every f in V(I*, L”, p,I*, L’, R*, [h]) with f(N) lying in 77 we have: 4[f] > 
&[r 4 
Remark 6. A. Liesen in [SO] constructs fields in a neighborhood of a “regular” point 
that embeds an integral manifold of the Euler-Lagrange system. Liesen works in X = 
Gn(M), the TL-Grassmannian manifold of a C” manifold M (dim A4 = m). In his 
work I* is the contact system for Gn(M) and the independence condition is w = 
dyl A . . . A dy” # 0, where yi are local coordinates of M. In the process of finding 
the Euler-Lagrange System he defines thenDedecker bundle, an affine space given by 
v+C;,Oq+z(2). H ere Z(2) is the ideal in AT*M generated by Oay\O@ (with O”, Ofl E 
I*), p = h, where C is a smooth function in G,,(M) and C,p the derivative of C with 
respect to ys (1 6 i < n). In this construction it is not necessary to use the Cartan- 
Kahler theory and therefore the analytic condition is not required. 
IV. Examples 
IV. 1. Strings [35], [36] 
Let Xu = J’( N, LR77z), N being a 2 dimensional manifold. 
In this case I* = span{dxN - ~Pda - iadr ( 0 < Q < m - l}, x@ are coordinates in RBm 
and 0,~ are coordinates of N, P = dx”/da,F = dzN/dr. In E47n we take a metric 
defined in TIW’” by: go0 = -g’l = 1, 1 < i < m and gij = 0 for i f j. The set X is 
given by: X = {x E X0 ( (i. i) > 0 and (i. i) < 0} (where (.) denotes the inner product 
with respect to the metric g. The form w is w = da A dr and we have 
P = ti = [(x’ i)” - (j’ .5)(x’. x’)]ido Adr. (4.1.1) 
Note: L is a function only of j: and z’. 
IV.l.1. First variation of 4 
Let d, = s f*(v), where f E V(I*, L”). Then 
6~) = 
J 
f*(z) J dv + d(z) A p)), (4.1.2) 
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where V(X) = Fe*(x), 2 E N and F is one parameter variation of f. The form 92 is 
given by 
92 = (&cl - X&r*(dP A Ld) + (C,a - X’,)7T*(dx’a A CJ) + (di, A 7r*dg 
- A r*dr) A i7*dxa + (-Pd;\, - xfad&) A T*W. (4.1.3) 
The Cartan system in 2 is: 
!Pz -n*((dx” - FdT) A = (4.1.4) 
a/&V, qZ -r*((ds” - Pdg) ~*dr) = 
(iii) J qz = -~*(&a - ~,)LIJ = 0, (4.1.6) 
(4 J = - = (4.1.7) 
(4 d/dx” J Qz = d,i, A r+dg - dX’, A r*dr = 0. 
that combining (i) (ii) we obtain r*(dxa k”dr - = 0. 
Z1 = = A,, = A’,. 
generalized momenta are given 
(4.1.8) 
(4.1.9) 
= x’,(x’ iz) - (x’ 
[(x’ i)” - (2 t i)(x’ 
A’, = 
io((x’.i)-(i.Lqx/ol 
[(x’ i)” - ’ i)(x’ ’ x’)]f * 
(4.1.10) 
Let R2ml(;li)>o, (“‘.d)<O 2 R27n be given by: 
F’(P, da) = (A’,(P ,x/y, i&“,x’“)). 
Then F’ has an inverse in W”‘“I(,.,)ao, (Z,.x’)60 and F’-’ is given by: 
i, = A’&‘. A) - (A’ X’)X, 
[(A’ A)” - (A X)(X’ A’)$ 
x’, = 
/i&v i) - (X X)X, 
[(A’ X)” - (j, X)(X’ X/)13. 
(4.1.11) 
The Cartan system in 2: = Zr((:,,~),, (x,.x,)<0 is given by (i), (ii), (iv) and (v) of 
the Cartan system in 2. Let Y = 2:. ‘The p;olongation of (C(Q), r*w) ends at 2:. 
The dimension of Y is dimY = 3m + 2. Every point in Y is a O-dimensional integral 
element of (C(q), r*w), and q = 2m + 1. The Cartan system is in involution at zu if 
C(v) = 
+ 0, and 
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(~7 W k, WI 
VL x m 77LXWL 
(v, da&a,/3 - (v, d+&a,P (v, da)C;a,,@’ - (v, dr)C,,a,,fl’ 
(4.1.12) 
VLXWl mxm 
for every v f 0 along El with [xu,Ei] any integral element of (C(q),x*w). 
Let us define the energy momentum current P = (P”, . . . , Pm-l) on the surface 
y = {x”(o,r), c,r 1 0 < a < m - l} by: 
P” = 
J 
kdcr + PINdrT, 
where@=-C,a PI”=-C 3: > x’ . cy 
IV. 1.1.1. Case 1. Open strings 
(4.1.13) 
Let N = [0,x] x [tr, ta], (tl, tz) E IW~, tl < t2. We will impose the following constraints 
on variations of f E V(I*, L*): 
a) g*(v J 7r*w)aN = 0, (4.1.14) 
b) g*(v J r*(dxN - k”dr - ci?do))B = 0 
where B = [O,r] x {tl} u [0, T] x {tz}, 
(4.1.15) 
C) X’, = 0 on g(A) where A = N \ B. (4.1.16) 
In this case G is any smooth lift of F to Y with Ge = g, (rr og = f) and v is a vector 
field defined along g with v = Gc(a/at). 
Remarks 6. 1) The constraint c) forces the boundary term. in the first variation of 
4(f) to vanish. 
2) We recall the following results from [36]: 
i) There is no flow of energy momentum away from the string since from (4.1.8) we 
have 
di, A r*do - dX’, A r*dr = 0, i.e. [ai,/& + dX’,/do]w = 0. (4.1.17) 
ii) Moreover 
A’ . i-i=o, ,i.z’=o 
’ (A’. A’) + (j’ . i) = 0, (4.1.18) 
(i, . X) + (2’ d) = 0. 
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Thus (j’ k)(O,r) = (k +r,r) = 0 f or all r E Iw. Therefore, the endpoints of the 
string move at the speed of light. 
IV.1.1.2. Case 2. Closed strings 
Let N = Sr x [tl, tx], with Sr the unit circle with coordinate (T (0 < CJ < 27r), and 
(tl,tz) E R2, tl < t2. We will replace the constraints on variations of f E v(I*, L*) of 
the previous case by the following: 
a) 
b) 
g*(v J T*w)ajv = 0, 
g*(7) J K*(&” - icYd7- - Z’%))B = 0, 
where B = SI x {tl} u S1 x {t2}. 
(4.1.19) 
(4.1.20) 
IV.1.2. The quadratic form A 
The cone X’ = Xl~~.~)>o,~s~.z~)<o is convex. F’ has an inverse in X’ with F’-l : 
x~t F-2’ &?i21n with X” = IR2”L1(i,i)>0 (x,~x,l<c,. Hence the matrix 
(4.1.21) 
has an inverse. 
Therefore the eigenvalues of A’ do not vanish in X’. Thus it suffices to know the 
eigenvalues of A’ at an interior point of X’ to determine the number of positive eigen- 
values of A’ in every point of X’. Let a = {k” = 1, ki = 0, ~‘l = l,z’j = 0 with 
l<i<m-l,j=Oor2<j<m-l},then 
C;O,,l(a) = -C,l,,O(a) = -C;i,i(a) = C,,i,,i(a) = 1, 
2<i<m-1, 
(4.1.22) 
and all the other elements of A’ are zero. We conclude that the matrix has m-positive 
eigenvalues and m-negative eigenvalues in X’ and the quadratic form A is neither 
positive nor negative definite. 
IV. 2. Second example 
Let X0 = J1(R2,R7n), N c R2 with N a two dimensional manifold with boundary. 
Let also I* = span{dz” - x’Nda. - &“drjl < CY < m}, where Z” are coordinates in IW~, 
c, r are coordinates of R2 and xln = dxN/da, k” = dz*/dr. Moreover, let 
y = D,J = [ -&x/a)2 + (P)“] dc A dr. (4.2.1) 
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In this case the Cartan system in 2 is: 
6) a/ax, J !P’z = -7r*((dx” - Pdr) A w*da) = 0, (4.2.2) 
(ii) a/ax’, 1 92 = -7r*((dx” - x’%) A 7r*dr) = 0, (4.2.3) 
(iii) a/aP J !Pz = -7r*(2P - ;\,)w = 0, (4.2.4) 
(iv) dldXfff J Qz = +-*(2x’@ - X’,)w = 0, (4.2.5) 
(v) d/8x” J ‘Pz = di, A 7r*dc - dX’, A r*dr = 0. (4.2.6) 
As before we have from (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) r*(dx” - ?dr - x’ada) = 0. Hence Zr = 
&;,=A a) 2x’a=X’m and the prolongation ends at 21 with (C(*),rr*w) on Z1 given by 
(4.2.2), (4.2.3) and (4.2.6). It is easy to prove that (C(!P),n*w) in Y is in involution 
and (I*, L*, v,I*, L*) is a well-posed valued differential system. 
IV.2.2. Boundary conditions 
The constraints on one parameter variations F of f E V(I*, L*) are: 
4 g*(?~ J 7’r*W)a~ = 0, (4.2.7) 
b) g*(v -I r*(dx” - Pdr - x’Qd+N = 0. (4.2.8) 
In this case again G is any smooth lift of F to Y with Gu = g, (rr o g = f) and u is a 
vector field defined along g with u = G$(a/%). 
IV.2.3. The quadratic form A 
A simple computation yields 
c;o!,:p = 2&p, c,cQp = 0, C,,o,r~ = 26,@. 
Thus, the quadratic form A is positive definite. 
(4.2.9) 
IV.3 Third example 
Let X0 = J1(iR2,R~L). W e associate coordinates 0,~ to R2, x;, 1 < i < m, to IW~, 
and x’~ = i9x”/da, xa = dxN/dr. Let X = X ogl_o where gr(ir,xz) = xr - x2 = 0. ) _ 
Let N = B1 a ball with radius 1 centered at (0,O). Then 
x&t) = ltzd, = ltxzdT; (4.3.1) 
where a < 0 and a2 + b2 = 1. 
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IV. 3.1. Boundary condition h”A,, 
Let A” = {(x,y) E Iw2 1 x2 + y2 = 1 and x < O}. A” is nowhere characteristic for: 
(4.3.2) 
and the value of vzl at A” and vzz in N determines uniquely a solution for equation 
(4.3.2) in N. 
Let hIA,, : A” + R and hiarv : dN + R (2 < i < m) be smooth function. Assume 
f E V(I*, L*), and let be 1*, L’ as before. Then, f satisfies the boundary condition 
[hAlj] if 
xrA” - h 1~” and xiaN = /‘+a~. (4.3.3) 
In this case 
Kfl = J f *v, where f E V(I*, L*, [hIA”]), (4.3.4) 
and 
v = ti = [(X’I)~ + x(&i)’ + x(X’;)“] da A dr. 
i i 
(4.3.5) 
IV.3.2. Momentum space 
The Cartan system in 2 is: 
6) r*((dx” - Pdr) A r*do) = 0, (4.3.6) 
(ii) r*((dx” - x’O(do) A r*dr) = 0, (4.3.7) 
(iii) di, A x*du - dX’, A T*dr = 0, (4.3.8) 
(iv) (2x’, - X’,)?r*w = 0, (4.3.9) 
(v) (ax@ - x&r*0 = 0. (4.3.10) 
As before we have from (4.3.6) and (4.3.7) B*(dxa - Fdr - x’Oldo) = 0. We have also 
from (4.3.9) and (4.3.10) Y = 21 = Z~2z,oL=x,oL, 2k,_;\,” 
This Cartan system (C(q), r*w) is non-degenerate. Let us transfer the boundary 
condition to &i = Yl,,,* where 1;: = span{dx - ~idr - x’ida, da,dr}. Then, f E 
V(I*, L’) satisfies the boundary condition h”A”, if for any lift g of f to Y we have: 
(tii 0 g)lA,, = h”iA” and (Wi 0 g)laN = h”ia~, (4.3.11) 
where h”lA,r : A” + 81 with ~loh"1~u = hl~, h"iaN : dN + Qi with xioh”ia~ = /liaN, 
and the projection ra : Qn - R given by 7ra(g) = x@(g). 
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Moreover g is a solution to the Euler-Lagrange system satisfying the mixed boundary 
condition [/$A,,], if g satisfies (4.3.9) ancl, 
V A (I\,~*[dzi - iidr - z'idg] A dr 
+ X',~*[d~; - iidr - &da] A do)l,(,,\,,,) = 0 
for any element in TSV(7r*l*, 7r*L*, v, [/LA,,]). 
Finally the quadratic form A is positive definite. 
(4.3.12) 
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